
Pocket charts are low-tech smart boards with many advantages.   They work without an IT department.  
charts are affordable and easy to transport.  They rarely break down   AND   moving around pictures or small 
items on a pocket chart comes closer to manipulating real concrete objects, which is a known plus for primary 
learners.  

With a pocket chart, teacher and students can compose lines to be read, and eventually simple chant/songs.   
An alternative method would be to use magnets to hold cards on a white board (although the presence of  lines 
on the chart keeps everything easy to follow).   

CanDo 1,2 and 3 use pocket charts extensively.   The following is a basic introduction  ---ideas will be added 
throughout the lessons.   

 Pocket 

While students are watching, 
place 4 cards on each of 4 lines  -
-the blank cards may be used 
anywhere except in the first 
place of each line (too difficult 
for beginners).   Limit the variety 
of cards used for the first few 
days to keep the activity simple.  
A blank card is "read" by putting 
a finger in front of the mouth   or    
using the sound "sh" as has been 
done in the rhythm echos.  

Setting Up the PocketChart
Place "beat keepers-hearts" on the top line.  

At the beginning of the year, 
leave the "hearts" exposed on the 
top line of the pocket chart when 
building rhythm phrases. Yum!

Read:  apple    pie         x       Yum!
            2 claps  1 clap    x      1 clap

The first beat in every bar is "a little bit longer and a little bit 
stronger" so on the "beat keepers" this heart is coloured differently.  

pumpkins apples Yum   Yum

pumpkin   pie    apple    pie

    red    apples  green apples

   I          like         x      apples!

Yum! Yum!

red green

I like

like Yum!orange

Place music word cards to be used 
near the bottom of the pocket 
chart.

Pocket chart word cards fill the space needed for their beats,  e.g.  
if you want to say  "Yum" and draw it out as  "Yuuum" then it needs 
to be the same size as 2 beat/hearts.  When the card "Yum" covers 
only 1 heart, then it is said quickly.  In Grade One, all rhythm 
symbols used cover only 1 beat/heart.

Composing/Building Word Phrases

silence
rest
"sh"
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1 bar of 4 beats

1 bar of 8 beats

2 bars of 3 beats each



(Teacher points along the rows of apple cards, 
keeping a steady beat, teacher and class,
 or class reads.)
apple      apple       one          apple

apple      ------       apple       apple

one         apple       one           apple

apple      ------       apple        apple

like

Yum!

orange

Yum!

red

Reading the Compositions

Critical Thinking for Composers/Readers

Arrange the Composition 

Remember  --the beat just keeps going and going.  Resist the temptation to slow down if students lag 

behind.  Comment how reading music is more challenging than reading English because the beat doesn't 
wait for anyone.   If students do not know one of the words, encourage them to listen and catch up with the 
group.

(Teacher says the "Count-In" to set the speed/tempo.)

One       Two        Ready       Go

If only two lines could be included in the composition, which two would we use?  
Why?

Is there a line that needs changing?  What change?  Why?

Appoint a few students as music adjudicators (judges).  Have the adjudicators 
stand at a distance.   Class reads the piece again.  Adjudicators say 2 things they 
liked about the performance and 1 thing that needs work.

Provide opportunities for students to take the various roles in this activity;

    composer:   building the word phrases

    conductor:   giving the count-in and leading the reading

A

B

Form  
a letter.  Choose a form for the 
composition and try it out.  Change 
the form, try it again.  Which one do 
students prefer?  Why?

Label each of the lines with 

Dynamics  
the composition when the dynamics 
could change (louder or softer)?  
Add the dynamic cards to show the 
changes.   Try several variations.   
Which one is preferred?   Why?

Are there places in 

Tempo  
composition.  The tempo card goes 
on the top line with the beat 
keepers/hearts.

Choose a tempo for the 

A BAA

BABA

r s op e t

anda ent

l egra l o

pianoforte

ff
pp
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PocketChart Music ReadingPocketChart Music Reading The description of this activity is lengthy, but the amount of 
time it takes to do with a class is between 5 and 8 minutes.   
Background information about PocketChart Music is on 
pages 38 and 39.

Either prepare the pocket chart  ahead of time,  OR   let students watch as you 

place the cards on the chart (diagram on page 38).   "Autumn is when apples 
are ready to be harvested.   If someone doesn't pick the apples off 
the  trees, then they fall off.  If the apples get bruises from falling, 
then they need to be used right away.  That's probably why people 
make applesauce and apple pies for Thanksgiving."

"Instead of reading words, we're going to read the pictures on these 
cards.  What does this one say?  (Point to a few cards and take responses.)  
Ready to read?"

"Good reading!   When people read or sing music together, instead of having a 
teacher, they have a conductor.   The conductor helps so that everybody begins 
at the same time.  When I count,   "One, two, ready, read",  I am being the 
conductor.  Your job is to listen to the count and be ready to come in at the 
correct time.  Here we go:  "One, two, ready, read ..."  (If students say the count-in 
words, stop, gently remind them that their job during the count-in is to get ready to begin and 
start again.)  

"Good reading!   I think you are ready for a challenge.   I'm going to change 
things around (move the cards into different positions).   Take a look!   Listen for the 
count-in:  One, two, ready, read ...  "  

When reading rhythm patterns, its important to keep a steady beat.  Set the beat 
by pointing to the top row of "hearts" and saying:   "One,   two,   ready,  go".    As 
the pictures are "read", keep pointing in a steady pattern even if students lag 
behind a bit.  

"Music has conductors and composers.   When I moved the cards into new 
places on the chart, I was composing a new piece of music.   If you would like to 
try being a composer, put your hands on your knees."  (Choose a child to come up 
and move the cards around.  Conduct the class for this final composition, again modelling  a 
steady count-in.)

As most of Grade 1 music is done in large group time, ensuring every child has opportunities to do each 
activity is important.   Students often are anxious to have "THEIR" turn at being conductor or playing an 
instrument.

I have found that it relieves some of student anxiety if I  tell the class  I am recording who has turns  ---so 
that I can ensure everybody gets turns.  I show my list if there are any shaky memories as the lessons 
progress.   This list is also a paper-trai  for learning assessment.  

During the student's second turn make brief notes to use in assessment..
1.  Is the student able to maintain a steady beat?
2.  Is the child being an active conductor?

Assessment Tip

"If you would like to try being the conductor, put your hands on your head."   
(Varying the instructions for being chosen encourages student listening.  Choose a student to 
come up and conduct the piece.   Being the conductor is a sought-after responsibility for many 
students  ---assure the class that there will be many opportunities this year for other students to 
try being the conductor.   If the child-conductor needs help maintaining a steady beat for the 
reading, stand behind the pocket chart and point from above as the conductor points from in 
front of the chart.)
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Lesson 6b repeats the goals and plan for 6a,

with the addition of optional ideas offered here.

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas
Beat/Rhythm:  Echoing with Rhythm Names
                               (page 29)

Pitch:   Roller Coaster Aahs (page 15)

Pitch:  Echoing "Thank-You's" (page 30)

Dance:  Turkey in the Straw

AA

BB Work Page
      *conducting and tempo

Work Page
   *conducting and pocketchart reading

Work Page:  Conducting

       and           Reading PocketChart Music

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Rhythm Counting Fruits (page 42)

Literacy Add-On
     *work page choice for seasonal words

And for another day

I can do music in Lesson  6 .  My name is _________________________________
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1 2

yum

big little

red yellow green

1         2           3         4           1         2       ready   read

1.  Practise reading the pocket chart.

2. Join a group of friends.

3. Take turns being the conductor.

4.  Circle one thing that you did well.

I stood up straight.

I spoke in a voice that everyone could hear.

I pointed as my friends read.

I smiled.

Our group members are:

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

_______________________________

Ask me to be the conductor!

Today you are the conductor!

 Ask groups to choose the first conductor.
Give the first conductor 2 minutes.

Teacher announces "change time."
Groups choose the next conductor. 
The next conductor has 2 minutes.

Teacher announces "change time"   etc.

Bring students together into the large group.  Ask 
them to imagine (you might want to use a stuffed 

animal or puppet  as a focus) a new student arriving.  
Ask for a volunteer to explain to the new student 
how to be a conductor?

Repeat the reading exercise from this week's 
first lesson.  Divide your class into small 
groups of equal size.  Each person in the 
group will have an opportunity to try being the 
conductor of the group using the chant on the 
work page.  With students in Grade One, I 
find it helps to structure the working time.
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Lesson

bOctoberOctoberOctoberOctoberOctober

AA

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)
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Reading Rhythm:   Apple/Pumpkin Word Set on the Pocket Chart     (5 minutes)

Music often has rhythms that repeat.  Today when you set up the pocket chart, 

include repeats in each line.  After students read the chart, ask:  "There is 
something the same about every line  ---can you figure out what it is?"  
(Give time for a few responses.)  

"In the first measure/bar, the word "Yum" repeats.
In the second measure/bar, the word "apples" is used three times.
In the third measure/bar, there is a repeated pattern,  "apple, (silence)."

"Composers like to repeat ideas in their work.   Sometimes it's the words 
that repeat.  Sometimes it's the tune that repeats.  Today's composer 
needs to make a measure/bar that has some kind of repeat in it."

Give at least two students an opportunity to "compose.”

Yum!Yum!

red

(more ideas on page 38)

2.

1.

Sing Song:   Poppies Are For November ...

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review
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Lesson Plan  for  13ba   Ends Here

BB

CC

As the holiday season is relatively short, make good 
use of the flashcard set that fits the season.  Use the 
pocket chart and, with student help, create two or 
three musical phrases to read. (basic info pages 38-39)

After composing two or three lines:   
   Divide the class in half.  Half the class keeps the 
beat with you on their knees, or better --on hand 
drums or sticks.  The other half of the class says the 
words.  (It probably is too challenging for most students 
to say the words and keep the beat  ---they'll wander into 
the rhythm.)  

   When both groups have had 

 

Repeat as often as practical.

an opportunity to 
keep the beat, remind students that the rhythm is the 
"way the words go."  Choose a student to play the 
glockenspiel on the rhythm.  Since its ringing sound 
lingers, remove bars "F" and "B" for a harmonious 
sound.  Now students may play any of the remaining 
bars.

ComposingComposing with Light Word Card Set

Students (or siblings or parents) who play an 
instrument, may be practising special 
pieces for holiday concerts.   If your class 
has reading buddies, perhaps one of them 
plays an instrument.   Invite a guest to come 
and play their instrument for your class.   It's 
an opportunity for an up-close encounter 
with a musical instrument.

Before:   *discuss "concert behaviour"
               *help the class think of questions to ask
                      the performer

After:   *ask students for "kisses and wishes"
               from the performance
                (student behaviour and guest performance)
             *invite students to dream:
                  What instrument would they like to learn?

Introduce students to sign language by signing the key words in "Light the World." (see pages84-85)

Explain that people who are deaf often enjoy music.   They use their bodies to feel the vibrations 
and their hearts/minds to feel a part of a community making music.

Seeing sign language spoken is like watching a communicative dance.

Bananas come in bunches.  Beats come in 
groups called either bars or measures.  The first 
beat in every bar is a little stronger.  If you are 
using hearts to represent beats, show the 
stronger beat by using a different colour.  For 
this chant, try using 3 bars with 2 beats each  --
see above.

c. ljc 2010  c. ljc 2010  

c. Clare 2010  

crescent moon

c. ljc 2010  

diyas
c. Clare 2010  

lanterns lightsstar bright love

peacehope in the night
c. ljc 2010  

shining bright
c. ljc 2010  

candles

Adding Sign to a SongAdding Sign to a Song

Extra Idea!Extra Idea! Invite a Musical Guest for a Short Visit
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Lesson Plan  for  14b   Ends Here

BB

CC

high
(so)

low
(mi)

5.

high(so)

low(mi)

GDEF CDE
FCA

B
G

Key F

1.

2.

3.

4.

Using the Holiday Lights flashcards have 
students create an 8 beat  line on the pocket 
chart.

c. Clare 2010  
menorah

c. Clare 2010  

crescent moon

c. Clare 2010  fireworks c. Clare 2010  

c. ljc 2010  

diyas

c. Clare 2010  

lanterns

c. Clare 2010  

candle

lights

star

c. ljc 2010  

joy

bright

love peacehope

With a count-in of 4, ask students to read the 
line.

Repeat #1 and #2 several times.

Now move some of the cards down a space  --
these will be sung "lower."  Use the pitches for 
"so-mi" as the "high-low" when singing the 
composition.   (Remember, that at this time, 
the pitches are not yet named as "so-mi.")

high(so)

low(mi)

c. Clare 2010  

crescent moon
c. ljc 2010  

diyasc. Clare 2010  

candle

joy love peacehope

Step 1

Sing the newly composed song.

Step 2

Check out the "Seasonal Extras" after December Week 
Three's Lesson.   Included in these materials are work pages 
so that students may "cut and paste" a Holiday Lights 
Composition at their desks.

Song:  Light the World    Key G, first note D(low so) 

Chant: Light Up the Holidays    Count-in  one, two, ready, read ...

 Even if your class is not performing at a concert, choose pieces to practice, and take your show "on the road"  
(visit another classroom,  or invite office staff to come and listen?   If your class is performing in a school 
concert, work on the pieces you have chosen instead of using the material given here.

G
D

D

D G D

glockenspiel pattern
D    G     D(high)    G

If your glockenspiels
 don't have a high D, 
use   D   G   D    G.

Periodically, music class needs to include time to polish a piece for performance.   In Grade One, 
students should be able to begin and end singing together,  keep their eyes mostly on the 
conductor, and enunciate carefully.   Posture for performance singing is standing, feet slightly 
apart, knees loose, chins and shoulders down/relaxed  with a straight back.    

Intro: Teacher counts in:   One, two, three, four
         Students on Glockenspiels play:    D      G     D(high)    G

Part I Glockenspiels continue to play ...
         Class sings last verse  (using the word "love) of  Light the World

Part II Class says the Holiday Lights chant.
                 (plays the rhythm/words on chopsticks)

Part IIIStudents on Glockenspiels begin playing again  
                      during the "New Year" line of the chant.
         Class sings the whole song:  Light the World
                *add simple actions 
                    e.g.    Make the ASL sign for each of the zipped words,
                               followed by both hands reaching out to audience.

Performance Standards

Performance PiecePerformance Piece Combine the two “Holiday Light” pieces into one arrangement.

Pocketchart ComposingPocketchart Composing
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